DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS WORKSHOP

MONDAYS 1:30 – 3:00 PM

SEPTEMBER

09.21.15  MARK ROSENZWEIG (YALE)
09.28.15  CHRIS BLATTMAN (COLUMBIA)

OCTOBER

10.05.15  MUSHFIQ MOBARAK (YALE SOM)
10.12.15  LORENZO CASABURI (STANFORD)
10.19.15  COSTAS MEGHIR (YALE)
10.26.15  ADAM STOREYGARD (TUFTS)

NOVEMBER - DECEMBER

11.02.15  CYNTHIA KINNAN (NORTHWESTERN)
11.09.15  JING CAI (MICHIGAN)
11.16.15  EVA VIVALT (AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY, VISITING STANFORD)
11.30.15  NICK RYAN (YALE)
12.07.15  GREG FISCHER (LSE)

FEBRUARY

02.01.16  MAITREESH GHATAK (LSE)
02.08.16  NANCY QIAN (YALE)
02.22.16  SHAWN COLE (HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL)
02.29.16  ASIM KHWAJA (HARVARD KENNEDY SCHOOL)

MARCH

03.07.16  SEEMA JAYACHANDRAN (NORTHWESTERN)
03.28.16  DANIEL XU (DUKE)

APRIL

04.04.16  TORSTEN PERSSON (STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY)
04.11.16  JON ROBINSON (UC SANTA CRUZ)
04.18.16  DEAN YANG (MICHIGAN)
04.25.16  FRANK SHILBACH (MIT)

MAY

05.02.16  IMRAN RASUL (UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON)
05.09.16  ISAAC MBITI (UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA)
05.16.16  MELISSA DELL (HARVARD)
05.23.16  REMA HANNA (HARVARD KENNEDY SCHOOL)